SONNET 61: SHORT PEOPLE
BY STELLA KAMMEL
DIRECTED BY CLAIRE RAMMING
COSTUME DESIGN BY GRACE INTERCHIKA
LIGHTING DESIGN BY PORT BLUNT

GIRL... KELSEY BURRETT
GIRL 2... LEAH WOOL
THERAPIST/DOCTOR... ANNALISE RAUD
BOY/MICHAEL... STEVEN WINKELMAN
FRIENDS 1... CAROLYN MAGI
FRIEND 2... KAYLEY HOWARD

LIGHTLY NOW
BY KARL SMITH
DIRECTED BY NASHRIN
COSTUME DESIGN BY HANNA... KIMBERLY
LIGHTING DESIGN BY PORT BLUNT

Oscar... NCOI
Guru Mahawar
BRANDON AAS... SHAN SAVYON
MPEC STOP: ESCLUB... MADDOX OSSMUS... NIDIA SWANSO

SEVERAL BLIND MICE
BY PATRICK CARTER
DIRECTED BY ENGBONG OKUNG
COSTUME DESIGN BY LAKESHA LAFIELD
LIGHTING DESIGN BY MIKE MAYOR

MOBFUG... AGABIL RUCHELISH
SNOBFACE... GURHI MAHAVAR
GREENBACK... HARSHITA VENATESH
RIVER MOUSE / GHOST... TAUREAN PARKER
HANGED MOUSE / GHOST... PULI PENG
TOAD... JOSHUA MARX
LORD GRENBACK... JAI MATTHEW HARRINGTON

HENRY SAYS YES/HENRY SAYS NO
BY KATHERINE VARGA
DIRECTED BY EVLYN HERNANDEZ
COSTUME DESIGN BY EMILY MORRIS
LIGHTING DESIGN BY MICHAEL MAJOR

STELLE... EMMA GUGELSTE
HENDERSON... MICHAEL SHEVIN

SPECIAL THANKS
LIZA PENNEY, EMILY ANSLEY, SARAH EISEL

UR INTERNATIONAL THEATRE PROGRAM PRESENTS
15th ANNUAL ONE ACT PLAY FESTIVAL